Abstract-This paper focuses on deterministic single-path routing schemes on 2-level generalized fat-trees. We develop a routing algorithm that is optimal in terms of worst-case permutation performance. In comparison to existing routing schemes for such topologies, our algorithm also improves the average performance of common communication patterns including bisect patterns, full permutation patterns, and dissemination (Bruck) patterns on various 2-level generalized fat-trees as demonstrated in our evaluation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fat-tree-based interconnects have been widely adopted in commodity high performance computing clusters. Figure 1 (a) illustrates the 2-level generalized fat-tree topology, which belongs to a family of extended generalized fat-trees [8] . This topology consists of two levels of switches and one layer of leaf nodes (processing nodes). There are bottom level switches and top-level switches. Each bottom level switch connects to leaf nodes and each of the top level switches and is thus an + -port switch. Each top level switch connects to each of the bottom level switches and is thus an -port switch. We will use the notion ( + , ) to denote such a 2-level generalized fat-tree. The cross-bisection bandwidth (CBB) ratio [12] of ( + , ) is : when = , ( + , ) is a full bisection bandwidth fat-tree; when < , ( + , ) is a slimmed fat-tree; when > , ( + , ) is a fatted fat-tree. Examples of full bisection bandwidth, slimmed, and fatted fat-trees are shown in Figures 1 (b) , (c), and (d), respectively.
We consider deterministic single-path routing supported by InfiniBand [5] . In this routing scheme, one path is used to carry all traffics from a source to a destination. Existing single-path deterministic routing for generalized fat trees include Sourcemod-k routing [6] , [8] , [9] and Destination-mod-k routing [3] , [9] , [12] . As will be shown later, all of these existing routing schemes are not ideal for many common communication patterns. In this paper, we develop a novel single-path routing scheme for 2-level generalized fat-trees that is optimal in terms of worst-case permutation performance. By improving worstcase permutation performance, our algorithm also achieves much higher average-case performance on all of the three types of fat-trees (full bisection bandwidth, slimmed, and fatted) for common communication patterns that are used to evaluate application level performance of interconnection networks, including the bisect patterns [2] , the full permutation patterns, and the dissemination (Bruck) patterns [1] , [2] . Our evaluation results show that the new routing scheme improves averagecase performance of bisection patterns by up to 17.6%, full permutation patterns by up to 57.7%, and dissemination patterns by up to 57.7%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the notations. Section 3 analyzes existing routing schemes and presents the proposed algorithm. Section 4 reports the results of our performance evaluation. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. NOTATIONS
In ( + , ), there are top level switches, bottom level switches, and = × processing (leaf) nodes. We will assume that is an even number. We number the top level switches from 0 to − 1, the bottom level switches from 0 to − 1, and the = × processing (leaf) nodes from 0 to × − 1, as shown in Figure 1 (a). We will use the notion to denote top level switch , 0 ≤ ≤ − 1; to denote bottom level switch , 0 ≤ ≤ − 1; to denote the processing node , 0 ≤ ≤ × − 1; and → to denote the link from to , where and can be either processing nodes or switches. Clearly, processing node is directly connected to switch / . Let us denote ( , ), 0 ≤ , ≤ − 1, a source-destination (SD) pair with source node and destination node . Let be a set, | | is the size of the set. A communication pattern can be represented by a set of SD pairs,
and all of the sources and destinations are different.
A permutation is a communication pattern where each node can send and receive at most once in the pattern. Not all nodes need to participate in a permutation communication: a node that is not involved can be considered as communicating with itself, which is not represented in by Definition 1. A bisect communication pattern is a permutation where half of the nodes are sending to the other half of the nodes; and each node is either a sender or a receiver [2] , [4] . Note that we assume is an even number. The full permutation pattern is an extension of the bisect pattern since each node in modern HPC clusters can send and receive data simultaneously. In a full permutation pattern, each of the nodes is sending to another node and receiving from another node. Finally, the dissemination patterns are used in the Bruck's pair-wise all-toall algorithm [1] . Definition 4 captures the situation when each logical process can be mapped to any physical node. These communication patterns are used to measure the application level performance for interconnection networks [2] , [4] , [10] .
For an SD pair ( , ), let , denote the set of links in the path for ( , ) using a single-path routing scheme . Let be a link, and be the set of all links in ( + , ). For a communication pattern ,
, } is the set of SD pairs routed through using routing algorithm . The maximum link load for the communication pattern is = max ∈ { ( )}. For a routing algorithm , we define the worst-case permutation load, , for all permutation patterns as
Let us normalize the link bandwidth to be 1. Since communications in pattern share a link, the link bandwidth that is available to is 1 . We define average bisect bandwidth ( ) to be the average bandwidth for all bisect patterns, that is,
Similarly, the average full permutation bandwidth ( ) for routing is = average { 1 }; and the
For a system where all nodes are connected by a nonblocking crossbar, = = = 1. For other systems with link contention ( > 1), , , and are less than 1, representing fractions of the performance of a nonblocking crossbar system. This paper uses the four metrics, , , and , and to evaluate routing algorithms on fat-trees. characterizes the worst-case permutation performance while , , and characterize average performance for different communication patterns.
III. SINGLE-PATH ROUTING IN ( + , )
In the following, we will first establish the lower bound of of any single-path routing scheme on a 2-level generalized fat-tree ( + , ), and show that existing routing algorithms are not ideal for this metric. We will then present our routing scheme, , that achieves optimal . Theorem 1 ( lower bound): Consider ( + , ) where < 2 , ≥ , and ( − 1) × > 2 . Let √ be an integer and be divisible by √ . For any single-path routing algorithm , ≥ √ . □ The proof of this theorem can be found in our technical report (also Theorem 1) [7] . The conditions, < 2 , ≥ , and ( −1)× > 2 , are quite general since in most practical ( + , ), ≈ + and ≈ . Almost all common 2-level generalized fat-trees, including slimmed and fatted fattrees, satisfy the conditions. Examples include (8 + 8, 16), (16+16, 32), (24+4, 28), (8+16, 24), and all topologies that we use in the evaluation section. When √ is not an integer and/or is not divisible by √ , the lower bound is
A. Worst-case permutation load of existing routing algorithms
Existing deterministic single-path routing algorithms for ( + , ) are either the Source-mod-k routing (S-m-k) [6] , [8] , [9] or the Destination-mod-k routing (D-m-k) [3] , [9] , [12] . A good summary of routing in generalized fat-trees can be found in [9] . Using the switch and node numbering scheme in Section 2, in the D-m-k routing, the ( , ) pair where and are not in the same switch is routed through top level switch . In the S-m-k routing, the ( , ) pair is routed through top level switch . Since these two routing schemes are fundamentally the same in terms of the routing performance on most ( + , ) [9] , we will analyze D-m-k in this paper. This algorithm tries to balance the link load by spreading the traffic among different links: the traffic from one node to all other nodes are spread out uniformly among all possible links. However, D-m-k is not ideal in terms of worst-case permutation performance as shown in the following Theorem. 
B. A routing algorithm with the optimal
Our routing algorithm, called , that achieves optimal , is depicted in Figure 2 .
is a generalization of an algorithm designed for -port -trees when the traffic pattern is uncertain and changing [11] . To simplified exposition, let us assume that √ is an integer and that √ is an integer. The idea is to route SD pairs such that each link carries traffics either from at most √ sources or to at most √ destinations. When each link carries SD pairs either from at most √ sources or to at most √ destinations, the maximum link load for any permutation will at most be √ since each node can be a source or a destination at most once in a permutation.
partitions the processing nodes in each bottom level switch into √ groups, each group having √ nodes. Let the processing nodes in each switch be numbered from 0 to − 1. Nodes 0 to √ − 1 belong to group 0; ...; Nodes × √ to ( + 1) × √ − 1 belong to group , 0 ≤ ≤ √ − 1. Let us denote → as SD pairs from nodes in group in the one switch to nodes in group in all other switches. For example, 0 → 0 means the SD pairs from nodes in group 0 in the one switch to all other group 0 nodes in other switches. schedules all SD pairs in 
The formal proof for this theorem can be found in [7] . Again, the conditions < 2 , ≥ , and ( −1)× > 2 are very general: almost all practical ( + , )'s with ≈ + and ≈ satisfy the conditions. To achieve the best results, (16+32, 48) ).
has much better worst-case permutation loads in all cases.
IV. AVERAGE-CASE PERFORMANCE FOR COMMON COMMUNICATION PATTERNS
We use simulation to evaluate average-case performance of on different fat-trees. The metrics used include average bisect bandwidth ( ), average full permutation bandwidth ( ), average dissemination bandwidth ( ). Since the numbers of bisect patterns, full permutations, and dissemination patterns are very large, we resort to a statistical method similar to one used in [2] , [4] to compute average bandwidth for each patterns. We will describe how we compute . Methods to compute and are similar. For each topology and each routing algorithm, we first sample 1000 random bisect patterns, and compute average bandwidth for the 1000 random patterns. We then compute the confidence interval with 99% confidence level for the average bandwidth. If the confidence interval is less than 1% of the average, we stop the simulation and report the computed average bandwidth as (the result is deemed to be sufficiently accurate). If the confidence interval is larger than 1% of the average, we double the number of samples and repeat the process until the 1% threshold is reached. We compare our simulation results with those from the ORCS simulator [10] for several topologies and routing schemes, the results match perfectly, which validates our simulator.
As discussed earlier, when √ is not an integer and/or when is not divisible by √ , does not use all top level switches for the traffic. In this evaluation, we enhance with a "balancing" mechanism. In the enhanced algorithm, we first apply to obtain a baseline routing. If there are unused top level switches (e.g. when √ is not an integer), the enhanced algorithm will then move SD pairs to the unloaded switch while maintaining that each link carries traffics from at most ⌈ ⌊ √ ⌋ ⌉ sources or to at most ⌈ ⌊ √ ⌋ ⌉ destinations. The SD pairs in each switch are considered to be moved to the unloaded switches in a round-robin fashion to balance the load on each switch.
We perform experiments on full bisection bandwidth, slimmed, and fatted fat-trees. Table II shows  ,  ,  and for both and D-m-k. Since we normalize the bandwidth (for different patterns) of a system where all nodes are connected by a single nonblocking crossbar switch to 1, an average bandwidth of 0.317 in the table means that the scheme achieves on average 31.7% of the performance of a nonblocking cross-bar switch for that particular type of communication patterns. As can be seen from the table, the average bandwidth with deterministic single-path routing is significantly less than 1, which confirms the findings in [4] .
out-performs D-m-k on all topologies. Specifically, for bisection patterns ( ), is between 3.1% to 7.1% better than D-m-k with an average of 5.3% on full bisection bandwidth fat trees; is between 5.6% to 17.6% better with an average of 10.8% on fatted fat-trees; is between 2.6% to 3.8% better with an average of 3.3% on slimmed fattrees. For full permutation patterns, is between 9.7% to 25.2% better with an average of 15.9% on full bisection bandwidth fat trees; is between 17.8% to 57.7% better with an average of 35.3% on fatted fat-trees; is between 7.1% to 13.6% better with an average of 10.8% on slimmed fat-trees. For full dissemination (Bruck) performance. This is because the number of communications in a full permutation and a dissemination pattern is twice that in a bisect pattern. is more effective with more communications to route in a pattern. This also explains the fact that the / value is always less than or equal to its corresponding value: more communications result in more link contention and lower bandwidth. Second, for all three patterns, is more effective on fatted fat-trees and less effective on slimmed fat-trees. This is because fatted fat-trees have more route options while slimmed fat-trees have less route options. As a result, a better routing scheme has more impacts on fatted fat-trees than on slimmed fat-trees. Nonetheless, is consistently better on different types of fat-trees.
V. CONCLUSION
We investigate single-path routing schemes to improve performance on 2-level generalized fat-tree topologies. We show that existing single-path routing schemes are not ideal in terms of worst-case permutation performance. We design a routing scheme that achieves optimal worst-case permutation performance. Our evaluation demonstrates that our algorithm achieves better average-case performance for common communication patterns on full bisection bandwidth, slimmed, and fatted fat-trees in comparison to existing routing schemes.
